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 Traveling Through Air 
Unit 4 

Teacher's Notes 
 

 
 

Project Challenge 
  

 
Designing and Making an Interactive 

Display 
 

 
 

Main Objectives   
 

• Gaining knowledge through research techniques 
• Learning to work as a team 
• Finding out about hydraulic systems 
• Designing and making an interactive display 
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Cross-Curricular Learning Objectives 
 

Math 

• Measuring the displacement of fluid in a hydraulic system 
• Calculating the linear movement created by the displacement of a fluid in 

a hydraulic system 
• Extending students’ understanding of cubic capacity 
• Extending students’ understanding of volume 
• Planning the proportions of a display 
• Scaling up images 

 
Science  

• Learning how a pneumatic system operates 
• Learning how a hydraulic system operates 
• Learning how a valve operates 
• Learning how a three-way connector operates 
• Learning about the principles of flight 

 
Technology  

• Constructing a pneumatic system 
• Constructing a hydraulic system 
• Learning how to control movement through hydraulics 
• Designing a hydraulic system to meet a purpose 
• Planning and making a group display 
• Using the design process 
• Working as a team 
 

Language Arts  

• Developing effective communication skills in a variety of settings including 
group activities 

• Making and listening to oral presentations and reports 
• Demonstrating comprehension of non-fiction 
• Demonstrating comprehension of information resources to research a topic  
• Writing for a variety of purposes: to describe, to inform, to entertain, and 

to explain 
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Social Science 
• Creating a timeline of transportation 
• Identifying examples of inventions and innovations 
• Researching achievements of important scientists and inventors 
• Identifying important people in the field of transportation 
• Investigating the design and development of aircraft and rocketry 
• Learning about ways people communicate with each other 

 
 
Materials for Unit 4:

10ml syringes  
20ml syringes 
50ml syringes  
plastic tubing (to fit 
syringes) 
two-way connectors   
three-way connectors  

masking tape  
transparent tape 
corrugated plastic sheet  
large sheets of cardboard 
wood glue  
glue sticks (for glue gun) 
art materials 

 
Tools & Equipment for Unit 4:

plastic bowls  
paint brushes 
scissors   
glue guns* 
glue gun holster 

glue spreaders (for wood 
glue) 
marker pens  
cutting mat  
craft knife (Adult Supervision) 

 
* Glue guns are listed in the materials, tools & equipment list, but not in 
the student unit. If your students are safe in the use of glue guns these 
can be used to stick the syringes into the correct place on the 
exhibition. 
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! Portfolio 
It is important for all pupils to keep a record of what they have done, how they 
solved problems, how well they worked within a team, and what they have learned. 
This is best achieved when pupils keep a diary of their activities in a portfolio.  
 

The portfolio is designed to support the learning objectives stated at the start of 
the units. Pupils should write down what they have learned and understood from 
this unit of work. Encourage pupils to use drawings, photographs, and written 
responses when completing the portfolio. 
 
Unit 4 Evaluation  

At the completion of this unit, students should be able to demonstrate their 
knowledge through teacher questioning, observation, and written work. 
  
At the completion of this unit students should: 

• Understand the principles of pneumatics 
• Understand the principles of hydraulics 
• Know how to control the movement of objects using hydraulics 
• Understand how a three-way connector operates 
• Be able to design and plan a product that has working parts 
• Be familiar with the history of aviation   
• Be able to work as a well-organized team 
• Be able to apply the design process. 

 
Vocabulary 

aviation pneumatics  
hydraulics system  
process marketing 
display exhibition  
syringe plunger  
graphics mission  
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Teacher Preparation 
 
Designing and Constructing the Exhibition 
Work in groups  

 
 
Teacher Summary of Challenge  
For the challenge, all groups must design a display based on one aspect of 
aviation history. Students should discuss their area of study. They must make a 
group decision on what topic to research. All members of the team must have a 
specific responsibility for some area of research. Introduce library skills, and, if 
you have access to the Internet, use search engines to search for sources of 
information. Many sites have pictures that can be downloaded and used for 
display. 
 
Students are assigned the task of including one animated feature. It must be 
operated by either a pneumatic or a hydraulic system. This feature must be part 
of the display. The interactive hydraulics model must be simple and effective in 
use. Syringes can be taped or held in position using motor mounts. Glue gun glue 
is also strong and will hold a syringe in position on a board. The displays can be 
assembled into a class exhibition for the whole school to view.  
 

Challenge 

All groups must research the way humans have taken to the skies over 
the course of history. Each group must choose one topic such as 
gliding, hot air ballooning, airplane flying, parachuting, rocket flight, 
or kite flying. Groups must work closely with each other so that, on 
completion of the project, the class can present a coordinated 
exhibition of the history of aviation to the whole school. 
 
Challenge Statement: 
Design and build an interactive display about one major aspect of 
aviation history. The exhibit must include one animated feature 
operated by either a pneumatic or hydraulic system.  
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Planning an interactive display fosters good organizational and management skills. 
Working in a group of four is not easy; students must learn to work cooperatively, 
listen to what others have to say, and make group decisions. 
 
Building Background - Historical Research 
Use the The Short History of Aviation, included with the purchase of this book, 
as a starting point for research required for this challenge.  
 
Books, such as The Timetables of Technology by Bryan Bunch and Alexander 
Hellemans, published by Simon & Schuster; Dictionary of Science and Technology 
by Professor Peter Walker, CBE, FRSE, published by Larousse; The Timetables 
of History by Bernard Grun, published by Simon & Schuster; and Invention & 
Discovery by Struen Reid, published by Usborne, are excellent reference books 
to have available in the school library. 
 
 
Building Background – Finding Out About Hydraulics and 
Pneumatics 
The following activities encourage students to experiment with simple hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems. Students will apply this knowledge when constructing 
their interactive displays. 
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